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.:. ABSTRACT
This sEudy wai conducted to comPare the Academic Learning
Time-physical. Education (ALT-PE) of starting and non-
starting collegiate fooEball players. Six varsity'fobtball
coaches from Ehe central New York area and their athletes
served as subjects. Each coach was videotaped'18 times
dirring practice throughout Ehe 1981 season. The videotapes
were coded using the revised ALT-PE observation instrumenE
of SiedenEop, TousignanE, and Parker (Lg82). Targetr
aEhletes were selected weekly based on Ehe staEus of
the athletes aS a sEarter or non-starEer in Ehe uPcoming
football game. Data obtained from these codings were
compiled inEo percenEages for 'alL 2L ALT-PE chtegories.
Visual analysis of the data revealed no significant
differences in the contexE leve.Is of starting and' non-
starting athletes. However, significant differences
beEween athletes existed at Ehe learner involvement level 
'
particularly Ehe moEor apProPriate'engaged time (ALT-
PE). Starting athletes were motor engaged more often
(57 
.t% versus 47 .4%) , accrued more ALT-PE (39.6% versus
26.0%), and spent less Eime waiting (26.8% versus 37.4%)
than their non'-starting Eeammates. The results led Eo
the rejection of the null hypoEhesis which stated that
there will be no significanE differences in ALT-PE between
starting athletes and non-starting athletes.
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. ChaPEer 1
INTRODUCTION
FormanyyearsresearchersinvesEigatingEeaching
and coaching have used SystemaEic observaE'ion insErumenEs
to gaEher informaEion on the behaviors of teachers or
coaches and students or athletes. Most of this research
has focused on the entire class or athleEic team. Allard
(Lg7g) sEated Ehat the generaliEy of resulCs obtained
from the whole class Eended Eo overlook the differenEial
teacher behaviors directed Eoward individual students '
According Eo Rosenthal and Jacobson ( 1968 ) , teachers
varied Eheir EreaEmenE Eoward students according to their
expectaEions of those st.udenEs. This has been referred
to as the self-fulfilling prophecy, which simply means
thaE sEudenEs will Eend to behave as they are expected
to behave. Numerous interacEion analysis systems have
been used Eo invesEigaEe Ehe self-fulfilling prophecy
in the physical educa'tion and aEhleti'c settings. one
of the most commonly used systems has bebn the Dyadic
AdapEaticjn of CAFIAS'(DAC) developed by Martinek and
Mancini (t979). Through Ehe use of this instrument
researchers have been able Eo study differences between
the teacher's/coach's inEeracEion with high-skilled and
interaction with low-skilled students/athletes'
2Another systematic observaEioh instrument that has
been-widely,used is the Academic Learning Tirie-Physical
EducaEion (ALT-PE) (SiedentoP, Birdwell, & Metzler, L979;
Siedentop, TbusignanE, & Parker, L982). Unlike inEeraction
analysis, Ehe ALT-PE instrument focused on student behaviors
rather Ehan Eeacher behaviors. ALT-PE was defined as
the amounE of time a student spends in a cla3s activlty
engaged in relevant overE motor behavior, responding
aE a high success rate ( Siedentop et a1. , L979) . Siedentop
et aI. (t979 ) found ALT-PE to be a reliable indicator
of Eeacher effectiveness and .studenE learning. Because
the ALT-PE instrumenE was designed to focus on individual
target studenEs, the ALT-PE instrumenE can be used to
examine the opportunities to learn provided to individual
studenEs in a class or to athletes on a teain. Until
recently, most ALT-PE research has been conducted using
Ehe entire class or team. However, the ALT-PE observation
instrumenE provides researchers with an excellent
opporEunity to examine teacher/coach effecEiveness with
high- and low-skilled students/aEhletes '
Researchers have examined Ehe Eraits or characteristics
that make a coach successful. DarsE, Langsdorf, Richardson,
and Krahenbuhl (1981) stated thaE it was extremely difficult
to specify trgood coaching" behaviors, however, Darst
et al. ( 1981 ) provided some general suggestions for
enhancing the effectiveness of practice sessions.
1. 
,tt, to eliminaEe 
or reduce all unproductive
time and shorEen the overall length of Ehe practice.
2. tqike sure players get as much active practice
as possible, and reduce on-the-field lecture time.
Practicing- a skiIl is 'more effecEive than listening to
a coach talk abouE a skill.
3. Reduce waiting time.
4. Use praise as an effectiVe teaching technique
with athletes aE all levels of parEicipation.
5. Try to demonstraEe exactly how a skill should
or should not be Performed.
The ALT-PE instrument can be used to examine coaching
effectiveness and to investigate these suggestions of
Darst eE al. ( 1981 ) and other researchers. By using
the ALT-PE instrumenE, Possible differences in the
effectiveness of the coach with athleEes of high aEhletic
abiliEy as compared Eo coach effectiveness with aEhletes
of lower athletic ability can be determined. This is
the inteirt of Ehe present investigation.
Scope of Problem
This study was designed Eo determine if differences
exisE between starters and non-starEers in the amount
of ALT-PE accrued during a regular fooEball season.
The subjects were six Division III collegiate varsity
football coaches from the same school in the cenEral
New York area and their athletes. TargeE athletes. were
selecEed weekly based on the staEus of Ehe athlete as
4a starter. or non-starter in the upcoming football game.
Eighteen 1S-minuEe videotaPes of each coach, for
a total of 108 videotapes 
' 
were filmed randomly during
practices throughout the 1981 fooEball season. The tapes
were coded after the cbmpletion of the season using the
revised ALT-PE instrument ( Siedentop et al. , Lg82) .
SEatement of Problem
The amount of ALT-PE experienced by aEhletes in
a sEarting role and aEhletes in a non-starting role was
invesEigated.
Nu11 HvpoEhesis.
There will be no significant differences in ALT-
PE between starting athletes and non-sEarEing athleEes.
Assumptions of Studv
The following assumpEions were made for the purPose
of the study:
1. Eighteen randomly selected 15-minute videotapes
for each subject of practices throughout the 1981 football
season yielded enough data.Eo Eest the hypothesis.
Z. The videotape of each practice for each coach
was represenEative of Ehe coach's entire practice.
3. The coaches' and athletesr behaviors in this
sEudy were observable and measurable, and the trained
observer who recorded those behbviors did so in accordance
with the behavioral definiEions and observational sysEem's
instructions.
4. The inEerval recording Eechniques employed in
this study yielded a
behavior to be found
representative sample of
in continuous observation
Definition of Terms
athlete
of behavior.
The following terms were operationally defined for
the purpose of this study:
SEarter was a player who was listed to starE
aE his posiEion for the upcoming football game.
2. Non-starter was a player who was not listed
to start at his posiEion for the upcoming football game.
3. Academic Learning Time-Physical Education (ALT-PE)
was the amounE of class or pracEice time a student or
an athlete spends engaged in moEor activities with a
high success raEe (Siedentop et aI., L982).
4. Academic Learning Time-Phvsical Education-Motor
(ALT-PE-M) was Ehe amount of ALT-PE accrued by a student
(athlete) while directly engaged in motor skill tasks
only (Siedentop eE al., t979).
5. AllocaEed Time was the time designated by the
teact:erf coach for learning a Eask (MeEzler, L982).
6. Engaged Time was the percentage of allocated
Eime that the students/athletes were actively responding
(MeEzler, L982).
DelimiEations of Study
The following were the delimitaEions of Ehis study:
1. ALT-PE was the only instrumenE used to record
the aEhletesr involvement.
coaches and
1.
2.  ρollegiate male varsity football
6athleEes from one college in the central New-York area
wer.e the only subjecEs in the sEudy.
3. Each coach and his aEhletes were videotaped
for 18 15-minute practice sessions.
4. The aEhletes I sEarting or non-starting status
was the only procedure used in this study to classify
the athleEes.
LimiEations of Study
The following were the limitaEions of this study:
1. The findings related to conEexE level and Ehe
learner involvement levels of low- and high-skilled athletes
may be valid for comparison only when the ALT-PE instrumenE
is used to identify aEhleEes' involvemenE.
2. Because only one college was used, the findings
may only be valid for the fooEball players and Eheir
coaches at the involved college.
3. The findings for coaches' effecEi-veness may
be valid only Eo Ehe exEenE thaE ALT-PE focused on coaches'
behavior only indirectly; that is, it measured coach
effectiveness as manifested through athletesr behavior
in an observed setting.
Chapter 2
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REVIEW OF LITEMTURE
This'study compared the differences in the involvement
and the amount of Academic LeLrning Time-Physical Education
(ALT-PE) accrued by athleEes in a starting role and athletes
in a non-starEing role. The review of related liEeraEure
focused on the fol-lowing areas: (a) development of ALT-
PE, (b) research using ALT-PE, (c) high-skilled and low-
skilled studenEs and athletes, and (d) 
.summary.
Development of ALT-PE
In L972 the California commission for Teacher Licensing
and PreparaEion began a multi-year research pr6ject to
sEudy the teaching of reading and maEhematics in cl.assrooms.
This research effort was enEitled the Beginning Teacher
Evaluation SEudy ( BTES ) . In a very simple goal staEement,
the Commission stated iEs Purpose. was to determine which
teacher classroom behaviors. were relaEed to student academic
learning (Fisher, Berliner, Filby, Marliave, Cahen, Dishaw,
& Moore, t979).
Berliner (L976) suggested that the influence exerted
by teacher behavior on student achievement was boEh complex
and indirect. Berliner stated Ehat Ehe studentrs active
time-on-task was the link to student achievement. Recent
research efforts have tended to confirm Ehe commonsensical
idea that time-on-task was positively relaEed to studenE
achievement.
From Eheir iniEial research and investigaEions Ehe
|
8BTES team constructed Eheir own model of the teaching-
learning proceSs. This served as the concepEual framework
and foundati.on for the second phase of the BTES study,
the field investigations. Fisher et al. (t979 ) stated
that an observable measure of sEudenE clasSroom learning
was the amount of Eime the students sPent working on
school tasks. Therefore, the BTES model centered around
the conceptualLzation of Eime variables and their
relationship to studenE learning outcomes (Metzler, L979) '
The BTES model evenEually came to be known as Ehe Academic
Learning Time (ALT) model.
The ALT model had four basic comPonents: ('a) allocated
time, (b) engaged time, (c) sEudent success rate, and
(d) task relevancy (Metzler, L979). Allocated Eime was
defined as thaE time designated by the teacher for a
task-relevant activiEy. Engaged time was Ehe percentage
of allocated time the sEudent sPent on-task. The degree
to which Ehe sEudents correcEly understood the instructional
tasks they were assigned was defined as success rate,
with student success rated as low, medium, and, high.
Success rate was inEended Eo reflect Ehe appropriateness
of Ehe Eask for the student working on it. Task relevancy
reflecEed the degree to which the Eask in which the student
was engaged related to Ehe instrucEional objectives.
The BTES model of instruction staEed Ehat the accumulation
of ALT represented student achievemenE. The BTES
researchers concluded. that the more ALT a studenE
1
9acctrmulated Ehe more Ehe student was learning (Fisher
et al. , LgTg) .
The ALT model proposed EhaE the more time a sEudenE
spent working aE a high success Level the greater the
sEudentrs achievement. However, this did not necessarily
imply that all of a studentrs time should be spenE in
the high success condition. If all the studentfs tasks
were so easy thaE he/she was never challenged wiEh new
maEerial, then littte new learning was likeIy Eo occur
(Fisher et al., L979). Low success raEe' conversely,
was always negatively correlated with achievement.
Fisher et a1. (L979) ieporEed four major findings
directly concerned with Ehe relationship of ALT to student
achievemenE.
1. The amount of time that teachers allocated to
insErucEion in a particular curriculum content area was
positively associaEed with learning in that contenE area.
2. The proportion of allocaEed Eime Ehat students
were engaged was poslEively associated with learning.
3. The proportion of time that reading or mathematics
tasks provided a high success raEe for a student was
positively associated with studenE learning.
4. The proportion of time that reading or maEhemaEics
tasks provided a low success rate fot a student ryas
negatively associated with student learning.
Birdwell (1980) cited eight oEher findings that
concerned the relationship between ALT and student
10
Z. The teacher's ability to prescribe appropriate
tasks was positively related Eo studenE achievement and
success rate.
3. More substantive inEeraction beEween the scudent
and teacher was associated wiEh higher levels of studenE
achievement.
4. Academic feedback was positively associaEed
with studenE learning.
5. The sEructure of lessons and giving directions
positively associaEed with studenton task procedures was
success rate.
6. Explanation specifically in response Eo student
need was negaEively associaEed wiEh sEudent success raEe.
7. Frequent reprimands for inappropriate behaviors
were negatively associated with student success rate.
8. A learning environment characEertzed by student
responsibility for academic work and by cooperati-on on
academic tasks was associated with higher student
achievement.
1.' The teacher's abilitY
level was positivelY related to
ALT.
achievement.
Fisher et aI. (L979 ) concluded
accumulaEed more ALT generally had
achievement tests. This meant Ehat
as an immediaEe ongoing measure of
to diagnose student skill
sEudenE achievement and
that students who
high scores on
ALT can be inEerpreEed
student learning.
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Another project which invest'igaEed .involvement and
student achievement-was Ehe Juniper Gardens Childrenrs
project (JGCP). Unlike the BTES project, which had its
roots in educational reseaich, the JGCP had its foundhtion
focused in behavioral analysis. As the JGCP re'search
program progressed, iE became clear to Ehe investigators
thaE educational performance could be enhanced by systemaEic
reinforcemenE procedures and by rearranging the material
and human resources of the educational environments (Hall,
Delquadri, & Harris, L977). However, a new direcEion
for research reappeared consistently. It was the need
for sEudents Eo have increased opporEunity to respond
actively, which related to higher studenE achievement
(SiedenEop, BirdwelI, & Metzler, t979). In a follow-
up study JGCP reported results similar to those of the
BTES sEudy. The BTES Eeam found ALT to be very low in
mathematics and reading insErucEion, and JGCP found
the opportunity to respond to be equivalently minimal
(Metzler, t979).
A unique relaEionship exisEed between the BTES and
JGCP, despite Ehe facE Ehey hlere conducted under two
different conditions and meEhods. These two highly
competenE research teams fotrnd similar results--that
student time involvement and suicess rate related to
ALT and opporEunity Eo respond. Given the assumption
that student ALT and opportunity to respond were two
differenE ways to view the Same phenomenon, the strong
L2
research fi.ndings from BTES and JGCP rePresenEed substantial
convergent'validity for the concept of ALT (Birdwell,
1980).
The next progression of inEeresE to the current
sEudy was to see how the concept of ALT applied Eo the
physical education seEEing. Inspired by BTES research,
SiedenEop et al. (1979) adapEed ALT to physical educaEion
Eeaching. Academic Learning Time:Physical EducaEion
(ALT-PE) was an aEtemPt Eo estimaEe teacher effectiveness
in physical education in Ehe absence of valid and reliable
sEudent performance data. ALT-PE wa.s assumed to be strongly
and consistenEly related Eo achievement in physical
education. In physical education, iE was difficult to
measure Ehe product because there were few useful
standardlzed achievement tests. Another strategy needed
to be found which might enable Physical educators to
make judgments about teacher effecEiveness without having
the relevanE sEudent achievement data ( Siedentop et al. ,
tgTg) . From Ehe perspective of SiedenEop et al. (t979) ,
when achievement was difficult Eo measure, aS for Some
physical education learning objecgives, time-on-Eask
or ALT begame a legitimate substitute for studentsr
achievement and an indirect measure by which to judge
teacher effectiveness .
siedentop et aI. (L979 ) have defined ALT-PE as the
amount of time students spenE in class activity engaged
in relevanE overt moEor resPonses at a high Success rate.
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The deEerminant variables of ALT-PE formed a sound
t'-
theoret.icaf perspective from which to analyze studentsl
opportuniEies to acquire the skills and knowledge of
motor play acEivities (Metzler, L982) .
Metzler (t982) developed an achievemenE-centered
ALT-PE model to help teachers design experiences that
provide students with more opportunities to learn motor
play skills. He staEed that its greatest strength was
an abiliEy to provide a logical blueprint for planning
instructional decisions and behaviors in Ehe physical
education setEing, regardless of the Eeaching methods
used
Siedentop et aI. (1979) used the ALT-PE model to
develop a systematic observation instrument to help
researchers invesEigate the amount of ALT-PE accrued
by students in physical education class. The observation
and systematic recording of ALT-PE involved four major
category decisions, Ehose of setting, content, learner
moves, and difficulty level. The setting categories
described the basic format for instruction within the
class. The contenE level described the focus of the
instructional conEenE during Ehe interval. The third
decision reflecEed Ehe involvement of the individual
learner wiEhin the physical education conEent. The final
category decision required the observer Eo'judge the
difficulty level of Ehe learner's involvement with the
subject matter. A hierarchical decision system was used.
t4
Decisions on learner engagement were made only for the
observaEions in which physical education content had
already been coded. Decisions on difficulty level were
made only for those observaEions in which physical education
con6enE and learner engagement had been coded. Siedentop
et al. (t979) stated that for any single observation
unit Eo be counEed as an instance of ALT-PE, the observed
student would have Eo be engaged in physical education
contenE aE a low error raEe. With Ehe interval recording
procedure, Ehe occurrence or non-occurrence of the defined
behaviors within specified time intervals was measured.
The duraEion of the ALT-PE instrument inEerval was LZ
seconds. The time allotted for observing the Earget
student $ras 6 seconds, with the next 6 seconds allotted
for entering coding symbols and locaEing the next student
for observation. Three Earget students were observed
in sequence during each class, making the observacion
cycle 36 seconds long (Metzler, L979).
In L982, SiedenEopr TousignanE, and Parker developed
a revision to the ALT-PE system. The revised ALT-PE
instrument was conceptu aLLzed, as a two-Ieve1, hierarchical
decision system. The first level of the system required
a decision regarding the conEexE'of the seEEing under
observation within which sPecific- individual .studenE
behavior was occurring. There were'three major subdivisions
aE the context level--general content, subject matter
どknowledge, and subject matEer motor. The second level
involved observaEions of indivrdual learner involvement
and wais- designed Eo describe the nature'df Ehe learner
involvemenE. There were Ewo major subdivisions at the
Iearner involvement level--noE moEor engaged and motor
engaged. The same recording format was used in.the L982
revision as was used in Ehe original system.
Most of Ehe research using the ALT-PE instrumenE
has been conducted with the original ALT-PE instrument.
The reader should be aware of the similarities between
Ehe original and the revised system. The subdivisions
of subjebt matter knowledge and subject maEEer moEor
in the revised sysEem contained almo,sE Ehe identical
caEegories as physical education-content (content-PE)
in the original system. General content categories were
similar in boch systems., with the exception Ehat warm-
up in Ehe revised system replaced waiting in the original
system. Motor engaged caEegories in. the revised system
were similar Eo the motor caEegories in the original
sysEem. ALT-PE in the original system consisted of both
motor activity and cogniEive activity, whereas, ALT-PE
in the revised system was .motor aPproPriate activity
and was coded when Ehe targeE student was successfully
engaged in relevanE motor activiEy. ALT-PE in Ehe revised
system was similar to ALT-PE(M) in the original system.
MosE other individual categories remained Ehe same.
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Research Using ALT-PE
The ALT-PE observation system is a relatively new
system. Since being developed in L979, only a few studies
have been completed. In this section, Ehe findings of
ALT-PE research relevant to this investigation are
presented.
The ALT-PE observation insErument has been used
to provide descriptive results of Ehe ALT-PE accrued
by physical education sEudenEs. The firsE study that
actually used ALT-PE was conducted by Metzler (t979)
and involved two phases. The first phase was the
conceptualLzatton of ALT-PE, which was discussed earlier,
and the second phase involved the measuremenE of ALT-
PE in a variety of physi.cal educaEion classes. The subjects
were the students of 2t in-service physical educators.
A total of 92 students were observed in L4 separate physical
educaEion activities in elementary, junior high, and
senior high schools. Metzler reporEed that, when all
categories of engagemenE were considered, students in
physical education spent an average of 28.6% of their
time in ALT-PE. The data also indicaEed that Eeachers
of physical education at all leve1s designated a large
proporEion of class time for practice and instruction.
However, there was a mean difference of L2% between what
teachers esEimated for practice and instruction Eime
and whaE was actually observed Eo occur. He suggested
that teachers of physical educaEion eiEher did noE plan
17
W911 0r were nOt fully aware of their time involvement.
MetzlerJ、s:findings,indicated that teachers must plan
bёtter sol as to ■ncrease the actual amount of time for
instruction and practice, decrease the amount of managerial
time, pr9vide more engaged timelヽfor stu 9nts, and emphasize
the motor Fes,onSe aspect to ensure that the goal of
skill aごquiSitiOn can be rebl.izごdr     ・
Descriptive results of a field sぜudy of ALT―PE were
presented by Metzler in 1980.  In―service teachers (N 〒 21),
seven each in elementary, junior high, and senior high,
were used in the studyo  Metzler stated that ALT―PE
represented a bOttOm_line construct of teacher process
effectiveness――that is, all class time which is not
contributing to learning outcomes in the class are
eliminated in the determination of ALT―PE.  He found
that ALT―PE percentages per class period were 3213%,
28.1%, and 20。9% in elementary school, junior high, and
senior high, respectively.  An interesting finding was
that although ёlementary level students spent fewer minutes
in class than senior high level students they accrued
a greater percentage of ALT―PE than their senior high
counterparts.  ALT―PE(M)showed the same relationships
among the three levels as did ALT―PE, with elementary,
junior high, and senior high students accumulatiig 9。1%,
8。3%, and 5。0%, respectively.  Metzler stated that the
variable of ALT―PE(M)should be considered a better
indicator of a studentis oppoFtunity to acquire physical
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education moEor skills than the general variable of ALT-
PE. During team actirii'Eies, general ALT-PE was coded
more often; in individual acEiviEies ALT-PE(M) was coded
more often. This suggested Ehat Ehere may be a difference
in the ways students are instructed in team activities
and individual activities. IE was also found that neither
ALT-PE nor ALT-PE(M) increased during the unit observaEions.
Metzler (l-981a) conducted.another study on Ehe ALT-
PE accrued by students in acEiviEy classes Eaught at
the college level. Observations Eook place in eight
different activities. IE was found Ehat nearly. 45% of
atl observed intervals were coded as ALT-PE in the college
classes, and Ehe observed amount of ALT-PE(M) was t8.5%.
In the college classes, both ALT-PE and ALT-PE(M) were
nearly twice the observed ALT-PE and ALT-PE(M) in the
K-LZ classes.
An analysis of the reliability of the ALT-PE
observation system was conducted by Godbout (1980).
Due to the increasing inEerest in the concept of ALT-
PE and the observaEional sysEem designed to measure it,
it became necessary to esEablish iEs reliability. Godbout's
study investigated the reliability of Ehe ALT-PE system
when observers and target sEudents $7ere considered as
Sources of error. Seven male and Seven female Physical
educators at the secondary level were used in the study.
Four major variables of inEerest were investigated:
(a) Eime allocaEed to conEent-PE, (b) Iearner engaged time
L9
in Eask relevant material, (c) student success rate with
the materiatr, and (d) ALT-PE. The results clearly indicated
a high level of reliabiliEy for three major dependenE vari-
ables: allocaEed Eime', learner engaged time, and ALT-PE.
The low reliabiliEy observed in Ehe case. of the student's
Success data Seemed to be more a reftrection of an increased
error Eerm. ttrg resulting coefficients of generali zabtlity
were .81 for one observer and three' target sEudents and .93
for Ewo observers and six target studenEs. GodbouE sug-
gesged that due to the magnitude of the reliability coeffi-
cients, whenever the cost of hiring observers becomes a crit-
ical factor, reasonably reliable results can still be ob-
tained wiCh one observer focusing on three tdrgeE studenEs '
The ALT-PE insErument has also been used to describe
Ehe effects of various intervention Strategies on. accrued
ALT-PE of students. Birdwell (1980) conducted a study
on Ehe effects of a package inEervenEion, which consisted
of instructions and daily feedback, on the teaching
behaviors of Ehree in-service Physical educators to
deEermine if there was a subsequent i-ncrease in student
ALT-PE. The Ehree in-service teachers, one each from
the elemenEary, junior high, and senior high levels,
participated in short clinics designed to change teaching
behaviors. The behaviors targeted for change were
management time, feedback, and sEudenE nonengagement.
The ALT-PE observation system was modified by adding
a Eeacher behavior caEegory. This Save a picture of
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what the teacher was doing while Ehe students were engdged
in physical acEivity. Birdwell found that there was
an association beEween changeq in teacher behaviors and
increases in student ALT-PE. Significant increases in
ALT-PE and ALT-PE(M) appeared to be associated with
decreases in teachers' management time, increases in
feedback to students, and deireases in time spent not
engaged in content-PE. Birdwell concluded thaE giving
insEructions and daily feedback to teachers was a successful
and cost effecEive method for changing teachers' behaviors
and for helping teachers change studbnt behaviors.
Research on the effects of daily monitoring and
feedback on ALT-PE was completed by Whaley (1980). The
subjects consisted of LZ public school physical educaEion
students at four separaEe schools. The four instructors
were all in-service physical educators with 5 or more
years of experience. Whaley used'Birdwellrs (1980)
modification of Ehe ALT-PE system with the addition of
a caEegory for spotEing. The study consisted of three'
phases. The baseline phase extended from the start of
Ehe study. until feedback started. The second phase involved
an intervenEion with the teacher by providing daily feedback
on conEent-PE, engaged time, motor response time, ALT-
PE, and ALT-PE(M). IntervenEion wiEh the sEudents
consEiEuted.the final phase of thie sEudy. D"uring this
phase feedback was provided on motor response attempts.
Whaley reported thaE the interventions did not significantly
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affect ALT-PE nor did teacher behavior change. whaley
concluded that feedback to the teachers had no effect
on the'amount of time devoEed to physical education,
feedback to Ehb Eeachers had no effect on the amount
of engaged time experienced by students, feedback Eo
teachers and student"s had no effect on ALT-PE or ALT-
PE(M), and changes in ALT-PE and ALT-PE(M) were associated
with changes'in activities rathei than with inEroduction
of the intervenEions
The effects of feedback on the ALT-PE(M) of Ewo
student teachers at the secondary level were researched
by Paese (1982). After each observed class, verbal and
writEen feedback and strategies on how to decrease
managemenE time and increase the motor resPonses of the
class were provided Eo each student teacher. Paesers
results indicated that both student teachers demonstrated
an increase in ALT-PE(M). ALT-PE(M) increased from a
mean of 7.5% during baseline to 19%.during intervention'
Engaged motor responses increased from L8.5% to 43%.
Paese concluded Ehat the ALT-PE coding instrument was
a valuable tool for superviSorS Eo aSSeSS teacher
performance and Eo improve instruction'
Metzler (1-981b) conducted a study Eo determine if
ALT-PE(M) in archery could be increased through Ehe use
of an intervenEion strategy. He wanted to increase the
percentage of engaged motor intervals with the intent
of increasing ALT-PE(M) by the-targeE students. Three
2.2
students from each of two archery classes conducted by
studenE teachers served as subjects. The data showed
that increases in'engaged motor responsb occurred
immediately after intervenEions, with concurrent increases
in ali-pE(M). Metzler reported''an avbrage i-ncrease of
L27.5% and 204% for engaged moEor response and ALT-PE(M),
respectively. Metzler concluded that the simple
i-nEervention of adding extra arrows and having two sEudents
shooE at Ehe same target simultaneously resulted in high
increases in the percenEage of engaged moEor responding
intervals and subsequently in' ALTSPE(M).
Wurzer (t982) examined the effecEs of three
insEructional packages on teacher behavior to determine
Lf there was a subsequent change in student ALT-PE.
Each of three university volleyball professors received
an insErucEional package designed to change management
time, feedback, and student nonengagement. Birdwellls
(1980) modificaEion of ALT-PE was used for all the
observations. Wurzer reported that the -inEervenEion
was successful in changing the Earget behaviors, ALT-
PE and ALT-PE(M), for all students. Decreases in teacher
management time and the time students spent not engaged
as well as increases in feedback to studenEs were associated
wiEh a significant increase in student ALT-PE and ALT-
PE(M). The study demonsErated thaE the instructional
packages were a successful method of changing teacher
behaviors and student ALT-PE.
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The purpose of Young and Metzler's (1982) study
was to measure sEudent achievemenE in a 2O-minuEe
experimental teaching unit (ETU) as a function of accrued
amounts of ALT-PE. The subjects in the study were 90
elementary 'students of four physical educaEors. A novel
skill task was used to reduce the effecEs of prior studenE
Iearning. Young and Metzler reported that Ehe correlation
between skill achievement and ALT-PE was not strong,
however, it was staEisticatly signif i'cant arid in Ehe
proper direction, showing that high ALT-PE scores positively
relaEed to better achievemenE.
Rate (1-980) was the first resbarcher to use the
ALT-PE observation instrument in a coaching seEting.
Rate used Ehe ALT-PE instrument to determine the nature
of ALT-PE in secondary school athletic prabtice sessions,
Ehe differences in ALT-PE between the physical education
and athletic settings, the differences in ALT-PE among
various interscholastic teams, and the behavior patterns
of coaches in the athletic seEting. Rate added one
additional level Eo the ALT-PE instrumenE Eo determine
coach behavior. Data were obtained from /+6 teams, including
basketball, wrestling, gymnastics; tennis, and baseball.
Raters findi.ngs revealed the following:
L. InstrucEion was of Ehe direcE style 75"/" of the
time.
2. ConEent-general time was spent in transiEion
activities 70% of Ehe time.
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3. Waiting, management, and break time amounted
to less than 3% of total pracEice Eime '
4. PracEice Eime was spent in contenE-PE acEiviEies
90% of the time.
5. Nearly 75% of the content-PE was conducted as
skil1 practice and scrimmage.
6. Athletes were involvbd in cognitive activities
7% of the practice time.
7. Athletes were engaged for 60% of all content-
PE time.
8. AthleEes spenE 68% cif Eheir engaged Eime in
direct motor acEivities.
9. AEhletes spenE 53% of Eheir nonengaged Eime
waiting to Perform.
10. PracEice Easks were of an easy level 98% of
the time
11. ALT-PE across all practice sessions averaged
49.37..
L2. ALT-PE(M) across all practice sessions averaged
33.27"
Research has provided c?TIsiderable evidence that
teachers inEeract differentf! wiCh students of differenE
achievemenE levels. Brophy and Good (t97O ) noted Ehat
teachers do treat students differenElyl studenLs do not
receive equat classroom opporEunities or equal amounts
of praise from their teachers '
High―skilled and Low―skilled Students and Athletes
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Brophy and Good (L970) develciped a system to anaLyze
how the child functions in the classroom and to provide
informaEion about how the Eeacher and an individual studenE
inEeract. They used their SysEem to examine the relation-
ship between teacher expectancies and pupil achievement.
Brophy and Goodts results showed 'that high achievers
iniEiated more contacts with tebchers, teachers demanded
better performances from sEudents designated as high
achievers, and Eri:achers were more likely to Praise those
children for whom they held high expecEaEions. when
Iow-expectation students could not answer questions,
1
teachers either answered Ehe question for them'or called
on someone else; with high-expecEation students they
either repeated or rephrased Ehe quest'ion'
Because of the increasing body of research confirming
Ehat teachers inEeract with students differently, A11ard
(tg7g) recommended studying dyadic interacEions in Ehe
physical education setting in order Eo achieve a more
complete description.of teacher-pupil interaction. These
studies were based on evidence about exPectancy effecEs
provided in RosenEhal and Jacobson's (1968) book, Pygmalion
in the Classroom. They hypothesized that teachers Save
differential treatment to Eheir pupils as a resulE of
cerEain expectations that are held by the teacher. They
also predicted that.these exPecEations for student achieve-
ment would function as a self-fulfilling prophecy. The
self-fulfilling prophecy, as described by MarEinek and
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Johnson (t979), is an expectation or prediction which
initiates a series of events that causes the original
expectation to come true. In simpler terms, if a teacher
expected a particular sEudent to be a high achiever and
began acting towards thaE student in a cerEain manner,
the studenE may live up t6 those expectations and b€have
as a high achiever. This self-fulfilling prophecy was
found to be true of a teacher who viewed a student as
a low achiever.
several researchers (Boyes, 19811 Crowe, t979 I Hoffman,
1981; Martiriek & Johnson, 19791' Oien, L979; Reisenweaver,
19801 Streeter, 1980) have used dyadic observaEion systems
Eo investigate teacher exPectancy effec-ts on students
and athletes. Crowe (L979 ) used the Brophy and Good
(L970) system to examine Ehe effects of teacher exPectations
on five variables (c1imate, feedback, ouEput, input,
and Eouch) with low- and high-expectancy junior high
students. ResulEs showed that the hiSh-expecEancy sEudents
were asked more questions, given more opportunities to
respond, treated with more warmth, taughE more new materials,
given more aEtention, and given more positive comments
when answering questions with desired responses.
In Martinek and Johnson's (L979) study, elementary
school physical educaEion teachers were asked to classify
their students into low- and high-skilled SrouPS. The
teachersr interactions wiEh different ability groups
were Ehen anaLyzed. Results showed thaE high-skilled
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StudenEs received more encouragement, accePtance of ideas,
and analytical-EyPe questions from their teachers '
A study conducted by Oien (L979) used a modification
of CAFIAS to examine the quality and quantity of
individuaLi,zed teacher behavior. It was based on sEudent
gender and teacherts perception of the student's in-class
personality, skill performance level, and participation.
The daEa were collected from junior high school physical
educaEion classes through the individuaLLzed Teacher
Behavior Analysis System (TBAS). Oien found that boys
were the recipients of more praise and encouragement,
questions, lectures, directions, 
-and criFicisms Ehan
girls.
Reisenwe,aver (1980) and SEreeEer (1980) used the
DAC system to compare the Eeaching behavior patterns
of 15 female (Reisenweaver, 1980) and 15 male (StreeEer,
1980) secondary Physical educators in Eheir interactions
with high-skilled students and wiEh low-skilled students.
They concluded Ehat interacEions with Ehe high-skilled
group included significantly more praise, acceptance
of studenE ideas and acEions, teacher questioni.g, Eeacher
information-giving, student interpreEive resPonse, and
studenE-initiated response. Interaction with the low-
skilled group included significantly more teacher direction,
teacher criticism, and sEudenE predictable response
(Reisenweaver, 19801 SEreeter, 1980) .
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Pieron (1982) conducEed a sEudy using ALT-PE Eo
compare high and low achievers' ih'vblleyball and gymnastics
activiEies. He found EhaE in these Ewo seEtings low
and high achievers differed significantly. The differences
were strikingly greater when specific motor skill Iearning
activiEies were concerned. He concluded thaE wh'en consider-
ing the time-on-task and success rate v-ariables, high
achievers found more opportunities to learn Ehan low
achievers. He also suSSested Ehat the performance gaP
between high and low achievers was expected to widen
because high achievers had more opportunities to engage
in more productive behaviors. The expecEancy phenomenon
was not fu1ly confirmed by Pieron's data. Teachers behaved
approximately in Ehe same way with low achievers as with
high achievers. Teachers Eended to react more frequently
Eo low achievers' unsuccessful trials than Eo the higti
achievers' unsuccessful trials. The low achieverS were
provided wiEh more feedback and encouragement
Shute, Dodds, Placek, Rife, and Silverman . ( 1982 )
conducted a study Eo describe the accrued ALT-PE of low-,
medium-, and high-skilled sEudents in elementary movem.ent
education classeS. SubjecEs were a female Physical educator
and 105 elementary school children. Students rated by
Ehe Eeacher as low-, medium-, and high-skilled were engaged
in conEenE-PE activities 80%, 78"/o, and 78"/. of the Eime,
respectivefy. High-skilled students were engaged in
ALT-PE(M) L6% of the time, and,Iow-skilled sEudents were
?
?
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engaged t3% of the time. No significant differences
were dlscovered among Ehe skil1 grouPs in other ALT-PE
categories. Shute et a1. (t982) concluded that Ehis
teacher created learning environmenEs in which all children
found 'equal amounts of success, even though they performed
in a wide range of skill difficulty'
Researchers have studied noE only high- and low-
skilled students but high- and low-skilled athletes as
welI. Boyes (1981) conducEed .t investigation to determine
if the behavior of NCAA Division III college football
coaches varied as they interacted with athletes of different
abiliEies. 
-AthIetes were selected based on their sEarting
or non-sEarting sEatus prior Eo each game. The DAC system
was us'ed as the testing insirumeflt.. Visual. analysis
of data showed minimal differences exist'ed in the inter-
- action brlhavior. of the coachei with their starting aEhletes
and with their non-starting athletes. The starEing aEhleEes
received more praise and acceptance of their ideas and
aclions from the coaches then'Ehe non-starting athleEes
received. Boyes also found that the non-starting athletes
received more direcEions from Ehe coaches. The starting
athletes were characEerLzed by interpretive, setf-iniEiated
behaviors, whereas, the non-starting athletest behaviors
were Predominantly predictable in nature '
Hoffman ( 1981 ) compared the interaction behavior
patterns of one male and one female collegiaEe lacrosse
coach with high- and low-skiIled aEhletes using DAC.
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Hoffman concluded thaE high-skilled athletes received
more attenEion and encouragemenE. The high-skitrled athletes
initiaEed more responses than the low-skilled aEhletes.
The coaches expressed more criEicism and Save more
direciions to the low-skilled athletes, which promoted
fi:rther predictable responses from Ehe athletes'.
Another study thaE used male and female collegiate
lacrosse players was condugted by Thomas (,1983). However,
Thohas used the revised AlT-PE"-observaEion system as
his instrument. He concluded that high-skilled players
had more opporEuniEy Eo actively pet'form and were more
successful and effective (ALT-PE) in performing lacrosse
skills Ehan Eheir low-skilled teammates. Low-skilled
lacrosse players spent more time waiting for their turn
to participate than did their high-ski1led counEerparts.
Galli (1- g82) 
"orrd.rlt"d . scudy to determine if
differences existed in the ALT-PE of a male secondary
high-skilled baskeEball player and a'male secondary low-
skilled basketball Player. ExaminaEion of the data resulted
in the finding of minor differences in accumulated ALT-
PE between Ehe high-ski1led and low:ski1led players '
The daEa revealed that game, knowl'edge, not-engaged interim,
noE-engaged waitirS, engaged motor, and ALT-PE caEegories
accounted for the differences beEween players. Galli
reported Ehat the high-ski1led player had a, Sreater
percenEage of time in game, engaged moEor, noE-engaged
waiting,-and ALT-PE Ehan Ehe low-skilled player. The
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low-skilled player spent a greater Percentage of time
in knowleidge and not-engaged interirir than the high-skiIled
player. Galti also found thaE boEh players sPenE 85%
of all practice time in contenE-PE, and no differences
existed between the two players in Ehe amount of time
spent engaged in motor tasks aE an easy level of di'fficulE
(ALT-PE(M) ).
Three studies that used systemaEic observation but
did not look at differences between high- and low-skilled
athletes will be reviewed in this section. The relevance
of these sEudies lies in the fact that they used football
players and coaches as their subjects.
Langsdorf (1980) conducted a study Eo determi-ne
the coaching behaviors of a highly successful major
university head football coach,'Frank Kush, and Eo comPare
his behaviors to Tharp and Gallimore's (L976) data on
John Wooden. Langsdorf (1980) -found that the greaEest
percentage and rate of behavior for Kush occurred in
Ehe categories of insEruction, husEle, and scold/
reinstruction. The comparison betwe-en Ehe two coaches,
Kush and. l,looden, showed considerable similarity, with
a correlaEion coefficient of .85. The results of this
study might have some implications for coaches in general I
it appeared that (a) prospective coaches would seem to
benefit from training in instruction-giving techniques,
(b) scold stagements may be most effective if they carry
instructional information, and (c) praise may not be
?
??
?
?
??
?
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importanE a motivator in high level coaching environmenCs
some other behaviors, including scolding, may be'
:Darst, Langsd orf , RichardSbn, and Krahenbuhl ( 1981 )
objecEively recorded how football players sPent their time
!_
during a practice session: .It was asbumed that Ehe learning
of physical skills necessary for football would be affecEed
by the amount of'time that players sPent doing cerEain ac-.
tivities in practice, a concept similar to ALT-PE. The data
indicated thaE the players sPent large amounts of practice
time waiting during all segments excepE warm-uP and condi-
tioning. Drills, plays, and Physical activity represented
Ehe next mosE common ways th"at practice time was spent r €x-
cepE during one-on-one and scrimmage. In addition, practice
time was divided into productive and unproductive time'
Productive time was determined by addin! the time spent in
drills, plays, and receiving instrucEion, while unproductive
time was defined as the combination of waiting, huddle time,
relocation, and resting. Darst eE aI. (1981) found it im-
porEant to point out thaE while it was necessary to include
aII of the acEiviEies classified as unproductive in pracEice
sessions, the time sPenE in tlrese acEivities shoul'd be kept
to a minimum. coaches should be aware of the productive-
unproductive ratio in each segment of their practices ' The
most productive segments were warm-uP (9O7" productive) and
agility ( 50%) , while the least productive were one-on-one
(!2T and scrimmage (L5%) '
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Sciera (1983)used CAFIAS to investigate coaching
behavior during preseason, after wins, and after losses
of six collegiate football COaChes.  He concluded that
coaches used more acceptance, praise, and information―
giving behavior during preseason than during the regular
season.  After w■ns the coaches used less acceptance
and pra■se, while after losSes there was a sign■ficant
increase in the use of criticibm.  Sciera reported that
athlete behavior during preseason was characterized by
predictable no,verbal responses to mechanical drills.
Athlete behav■ors after w■ns ere more ■nte pretive than
predictable, hoWever, after losses predictable and
interpretive behaviors were evenly distributed.  The
coachis greatest contribution to practice was during
preseason, while the athletesi greatest contribution
Summary
The conceptu aLi.zation of Alf-pf began r;'rith' the research
effort entiEled BTES. The BTES model centered around
the conceptuaLLzation of time variabies and their relation-
ship to student learning ouEcomes (MeEzler, t979). The
BTES model eventually came to be known as the ALT model '
Another research group, the JGC}, found that iricreases
in the learner's opportunity to make academic resPonses
resulted in higher achievement. The BTES and.JGCP provided
Ehe rationale for ALT to be used as an indicaEor of student
achievement and as an estimate of teacher effectiveness.
was after losses.
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The ALT:model was modified by siedentop eE al . (1979)
for use in the physical education setting. Originally
the ALT-PE instrument involved a four-lev''e1 decision
hierarchy. In L982 SiedenEoP eE al. revised the system
to a two-level, hierarchical decision format.
ALT-PE has been used in a number of research efforts.
From these efforts iE was found that on Ehe averag,e only
9 minutes of ALT-PE and only 2.5 minutes of ALT-PE(M)
were accrued by studenEs during class across all levels
(Metzler , L979, 1980). Generalizability coefficients.
were found to be high eno_ugh (r = .81) that, one observer
and th"ree target studenEs would' yield. reli.able results
(Godbout, 1980). Young and Metzler (L982) found'thaE
ALT-PE scores positively relaEed Eo incrbases in motor
skill achievement. The firsE sEudy Ehat used the ALT-
PE instrument in coaching was conducted by Rate (1980),
who found rhar 49.3% of ALT-PE and 33.2% of ALT-PE(M)
were accrued by athleEes.
The self-fulfilling prophecy, as described by Martinek
and Johnson (t979), is an exPectaEion or predicEion which
initiaEes a series of events thaE causes the original
expectation to come true. Brophy and Good (L970) found
that high achievers. iniEiated more contacts with teachers,
Eeachers demanded better performances from students
designaEed as high achievers, and teachers were more
likely to praise those children fbr whom Ehey held high
expectations. In physical educaEion, it was found Ehat
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high-skilled studenEs received more praise, acceptance,
questions, and exhibited more inEerpretive resPonses
than the low-skilled studenEs, while the low-skilled
students exhibiEed more predicEable resPonses than the
high-skilled studenEs (Crowe, 1979; Martinek
& Johnson, LgTg; Oien, t97g; Reisenweaver, 1980; Streeter'
1980)'. High-skilled and low-skilled students differed
in Ehe amounts of ALT-PE accrued by the respective groups
(Pieron, 1982). 
.However, ShuEe eE al. (L982) found that
no differences existed in the amount, of ALT-PE accrued
by high- and'1ow-skilled studenEs. A1so, high-skilled
athletes had more opporEunities than 1ow-ski1led athletes
had to actively perform successfully and effectively,
while Ehe low-skilled spent more time waiting (Galli.,
L982; Thomas, 1-983).
A varieEy of coaching studies have been conducted
using systemaEic observaEion. Langsdorf (1980) sEudied
a famous football coach and found thaE Ehe' insEruction'
hustle, and scold/reinstruction cat.egories rated the
highesE. DarsE eE al. (1981) found that football players
spent the largesE amounts of Eheir practice sessions
waiting, and rated second was participating in drills,
p1ays, a.rd physical acEiviEy. Sciera (1983) concluded
that the coach's greaEesE conEribution to practice was
during preseason. He also concluded that athletes
exhibited differenE behaviors after wins and after losses '
Chapter 3
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
This chapter is concerned'with the methods and
procedures Ehat were utilized in this investigation.
This 'chapter witl include the selecE-io4 of subjeits',
the testing instrument, intraobserver agt."*".rt., procedures,
methods of data collection, sc,oring of data, treatment
of data, and summary.
Selection of Subiects
The subjects were six male football coaches from
the coaching staff of a single NCAA Division III college
varsity football Eeam in cenEral New York and their athletes.
coaches were personally contacEed, and .permission was
reque'sted for Ehe gathering of daEa. Each coach signed
an informed consenE form, and the aEhletes participating
in the study signed an aEhlete informed consent form
(Appendi.ces A and B). TargeE aEhletes were selecEed
weekly based on the sEaEus of the athlete as a starEer
or non-starter in the upcoming Same
Testing Instrument
The testing instrument used in this investigation
was the tg8_2 revision of the Academic Learning Time-Physical
dducation observation' instrument (ALT-PE) (Siedentop,
Tousignant, & Parker, tg82). The ALT-PE instrument provided
a description of athletes' activities and the amount of
time athletes were successfutly engaged in performing relevant
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motor tasks or ALT―PE.
Thb duratiOi of the ALT―PE instrument coding interval
was 12 secondso  ln each interval, the coder a1lotted
6 seconds for observ■ng the target・thletes and 6 seconds
for entering coding symbols and locating the next athleteb
for observation.
IntraobserVer Agreement
The scored―interval agreement method (Hawkins &
Dotson, 1975)was used to assess intiaobserver agreement
(IOA)for this investigation.  Four randOmly selected
videotapes were こoded by Dr. Victor Mancini, an expert
coder, during tw9 independent coding sessions.  IOA was
calculated on an interval―by―interval basis.  It was
computed by dividing the number of intervals on which
there was agreement by the number of agreements and
disagreements and multiplying the results by 100 (Herson
& Barlow, 1976).  The formula is given below:
IOA = ―巧再夢辰襄覇薫夏翁長弄呉「 号晃員異最豪豪粟覇晨夏預玉「  X 100
Procedures
Each.'coach was videotaped for 18 L5-minute practice
segments throughout the 1981 season, a Eotal of 108 video-
tapes. Random segments .of eaCh coach's practice were
taped. At the end of Ehe season, data fot Ehe final
analysis were collecEed from the videotapes of each coach.
An experE coder trained in the use of ALT-PE coded all
videotapes. A preProgrammed audio-Eape was used to
provide, cues to observe and to record.
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Method of Data Collection
Three randomly selected athletes from the starting
roster and three randomly selecEed athletes from Ehe
non-sEarEing rosEer from each coachts SrouP were observed
during each practice session. Using the ALT-PE insErument
Ehe athleters involvement during each practice was coded
by Dr. VicEor Mancini. The target athletes were observed
alEernately by the observer using a 6-second observe,
6-second record format. During each interval, both a
starEing and a non-sEarting aEhlete were observed.
Scoring of Data
ALT-PE data collected were hand-scored. The data
were Ehen compiled into percentages and ratios for the
ALT―PE Parameters.
Treatment of Data
Desiriptive sEaEisEics were used to calculaEe the
mean percentages for each ALT-PE category. Visual
comparisons were made to determine whether differences
existed between sEarting and non-starting aEhletesl
involvement and ALT-PE during Ehe season.
SummarY
The subject's in this study consisted of six male
varsity football coaches at Ehe collegiate level in the
central New York State area and their athleEes. Eighteen
15-minute videotapes of each coach were used to collect
the'data. Three starters and Ehree non-starters were
selected from each coach's group for each coding session.
existedli in dhe activities and Ehe amounE of ALT-PE beEween
'l
The AIT―PE_lata Were compared tO determ■ne ■f differences
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starters and non-sEarters.
The ALT-PE system was used Eo code the videotaPes.
The data were then analyzed to determine whether differences
in athlete involvement, as identified by ALT-PE, existed
beEween starEing and non-starting athleEes.
ChaPter 
.4.
ANALYSIS OF DATA
The results found when comparing the Academic Learning
Time-Physical EducaEion (ALT-PE) of sEarting and non-
sEarEing collegiate fooEball players are presenEed in
this chapter. The observation insErument used to code
the ALT-PE of the aEhleEes was Ehe L982 revision of the
ALT-PE instrument designed by Siedentop, TousignariE,
and Parker (1982).. The ALT-PE instrtiment describ'ed Ehe
context levels and learner involvement levels of the
players. This chapEer is divided into the following
sections: (a) intraobserver agreement, (b) analysis
of the data, and (c) summary.
Intraobserver Agreement
Intraobserver agreement (IOA) s'cores were calculaEed
using Ehe scored-interval method (Hawkins & Dotson, L975) .
Four randomly selected videotapes were each coded twice
by Dr. Victor H. Mancini, afl bxpert in descriptive:analytic
studies, once at each of Ewo independent coding sessions.
IOA scores ranged from 90.7% to 100%, which were sufficient
to indicaEe the coder was reliable.
Analys■s of the Data
Coach I
Analysis of Ehe data from Ehe comparison of starters
and non-sEarters of coach l- are shown in Table 1. A
visual comparison of the context level yielded no
significant differences. At Ehe learner involvemenE
40
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Comparison of
Starters and
Table L -
ALT-PE Categories of the
Non-starEers of Coach t
ALT-PE CaEegories Starters Non-starters
General Content
Transition
Management
Break
Warm-up
Subject Knowledge
Technique
Strategy
Rules
Social Behavior
Background
Subject Motor
Practice
Scrimmage
Game
Fitness
1.観
1。6%
.0%
.0%
.0%
10.9%
5.3%
5。1%
.5%
.0%
.0%
87.5%
32.8%
54.7%
.0%・
。0%
1.6%
1.6%
。0%
.0%
。0%
10。8%
5.2%
5.1%
.5%
.0%
.0%
87。6%
32.9%
54.7%
.0%
.0%
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Table 1- (conEinued)
ALT-PE Categories SEarters Non-starEers
Not Engaged Total
Interim
VJaiting
Off-task
0n-task
CogniEive
Engaged Total
Motor ApProPriate
Motor InapProPriate
Motor Supporting
42.8%
。1%
23.9%
.0%
1.6%
17.2%
57.2%
36.4%
14。9%
5。9%
47.3%
。2%
28.4%
.0%
1.6%
17.1%
52.7%
28.4%
18.1%
6。2%
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1evel, visual comparison showed several iignificant
differenceS. In the not motor engaged category, starter-j
and non-starters accrued 42.8% and 47.3%, respectively,
for a difference of 4.5%, which was considered to be
slightly significant. In the motor enSa8ed cateSory
iE was found thaE the starters accrued 57.2% and non-
sEargers accrued 52.7%, with a difference of 4.5"L, which
was also 'found' to be slightly significant. The most
significanE difference was found in ALT-PE. SEarters
accrued 36.4% of ALT-PE and non-sEarters accrued 28.4%,
for a difference of 8.0%. A slightly significant difference
was found in Ehe not engaged-waiting category, where
Ehe starters accrued 23.97. and non-starters accrued 28'4%,
for a difference of /+.5%-
Coach 2
Table 2 shows the comparison of the data from the
starters and. non-SEarters 'of., Coach 2. No signif icant
differences were found at the contexE level. Several
significant differences were found'aE the learner
involvemenE leveI. A significanE difference of 5.L7"
was found between starters (47.2%) and non-starters (52'37.)
aE Ehe not moEor engaged category' The moEor engaged
category was also found to have a significant difference
(5.L%), with the starEers and non-sEarters accruing 52'87"
and 47.7"L, respectively. The most significanE difference
(L0.77") was found between Ehe ALT-PE of the starters
(37.27.) and non-starters (26.5%). The not engaged-waiting
category also produced a significant difference (6'1%) '
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Starters and
Table 2
ALT―PE Categories of the
Non―starters of Coach 2
ALT-PE CaEegories Starters Non-starEers
General ContenE
Transition
Managemeni
Break
lrlarm-up
Subject Knowledge
Technique
Strategy
Rules
Social Behavior
Background
Subject Motor
Practice
Scrimmage
Game
Fitness
1.6%
1。0%
.0%
.6%
.0%
11.5%
4.8%
6.7%
.0%
.0%
.0%
86。9%
25.5%
61.4%
.0%
。0%
1.3%
1.0%
.0%
.3%
.0%
11.5%
4。9%
6.6%
.0%
.0%
・  。0%
87.2%
25.8%
61.4%
。0%
.0%
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Table 2 (continued)
ALT-PE Categories SEarters Non-starEers
NoE Engaged Total
Interim 
-
Waiting
Off-task.
On-task
Cognitive
Engaged Total
MoEor ApproPriaEe
Motor InapproPriaEe
Motor SupPorting
47.2%
.3%
29.6%
.0%
1.6%
15。7%
52.8%
37.2%
13.9%
1.8%
52.3%
.4%
35。7%
.0%
1.3%
14。9%.
47.7%
26.5%
18.2%
3.0%
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with the starters and non-sEarters accruing 29.6% and
35.7%, respectively. A slight difference of 4'3% was
found between sEarters (L3.9%) and non-starters (L8.2%)
in the engaged-moEor inappropiate category'
Coach 3
Data from. the comParison of starters and non-starEers
of Coach 3 are shown in Table 3. Comparison of the context
level yielded no significant difference. At the- learner
involvemenE level several significant ciifferences were
foutrd. A difference of t5.7% was found aE the noE motor
engaged category, with the starters and non-Starters accruing
40.l% and 55.87., respecEively. At the motor engaged
caEegory Startefs accrued 59.9% and non-sEarters accrued
44.2%, for a significanE difference of 15.7%' The ALT-
PE category showed the mosE significant difference (L7.87"),
with the sEarters and non-starters accruing 42.0% and
24.2%, respecEively. A significant difference of L6.5%
was found in not. engaged-waiEing beEween sEarters (22'8%)
and non-starters (39.37.) .
Coach 4
Table 4 shows.the data from the"comparison of Ehe
starters and non-sEarters of'boach 4. At the cbntext
leve1 no significant differences were found. several
significant differences were discovered upon comparison
of starters and non-starters aE the learner involvement
level. A significanE difference of l-0.87" was found between
SEarEerS(4t.57.)andnon-sEarters(52.3%)inthenot
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Comparison of
Starters and
Table 3
ALT―PE Categories of the
Non―starters of Coach 3
ALT-PE Categories Starters Non-starters
General Content
Transition
ManagemenE
Break
Warm-up
Subject Knowledge
Technique
Strategy
Rules
Social Behavior
Background
Sr:bject Motoi
Practice
Scrimmage
Game
Fi tnes s
。9%
。9%
.0%
.0%
。0%
10.6%
5.0%
5.6%
.0%
.0%
。0%
88。5%
19。7%
68.8%
.0%
.0%
。9%
。9%
.0%
.0%
.0%
10.6%
4.9%
5。7%
。0%
。0%
.0%
88.6%
19.8%
・68.8%
.0%
.0%
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Table 3 (continued)
ALT-PE CaEegories Starters Non-s tarEers
Not Engaged Total
Interim
Waiting
Off-task
On-task
Cognitive
Engaged Total
MoEor ApProPriate
Motor InapProPriate
Motor SuPPorting
40.1%
.2%
22.8%
.0%
1。0%
16.1%
59.9%
42.0%
16.8%
1。1%
55.8%
.3%
39。3%
.0%
1。0%
15.3%
44。2%
24.2%
17.9%
2.1%
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Comparison of
SEarters and
Table 4
ALT―PE Categories of the
Non―starters of Coach 4
ALT-PE Categories SEarters Non-starters
General Content
Transition
Management
'Break
Warm-up
Subject Knowleidge
Technique
Strategy
Rules
Social Behavior
Background
Subject Motor
Practi ce
Scrimmage
Game
Fitness
1.6%
1。6%
、  。0%
.0%
.0%
7.3%
3.1%
4.2%
.0%
.0%
。0%
91.1%
48.6%
42.5%
.0%
.0%
1.4%
1.4%
.0%
.0%
.0%
7.3%
3.1%
4.2%
.0%
。0%
.0%
91.3%
52.4%
38.9%
.0%
。0%
tノ
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Table 4 (conEinued)
ALT―PE CategoriesSEarters Non-starEers
Not Engaged Total
InEerim
WaiEing
Off-task
On-task
Cognitive
Engaged ToEal
MoEor ApproPriate
Motor InaPProPriaEe
Motor Supporting
41。5%
.0%
28。0%
.0%
1.6%
11.9%
58.5%
41.9%
15。3%
1。3%
52.3%
.1%
40.4%
.0%
1.4%
10.4%
47.7%
27.0%
18.4%
2.3%
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motor engaged cateSory. The motor engaged category yielded
a significanE difference of 10.8%, with the starters
accruing 58.5% and the non-sEarters accruing 47 '7%'
The mosE significanE difference (14.9%) was found in
the ALT-PE category, with the starters and non-starEers
accruing 4L.9% and 27.0%, r€spectively. A significant
difference of L2.4% was found beEween starters (28.07.)
and non-starters (40.4%) in the noE engaged-waiting category'
Coach 5
The data from the comparison of starters and non―
starters of Coach 5 are shown on Table 5。  No signific nt
difference was found in the context level.  At the learner
involvement level several significant differences were
found.  The not motor engaged category yielded a significant
difference of 10.6%, with the starters and non―s arters
accruing 37.7% and 48.3%, respectively.  In the motor
engaged category the starters accrued 62.3% and the non―
starters accrued 51.7%, for a Significant difference
Of 10。6%.  The greatest Significant difference (14.1%)
was fQInd in the ALT―PE category in which the starters
accrued 42.7% and the nOn―Star ers accrued 28.1%.  In
the not engaged―Waitint CatёgOry Starters ,cCrued 24.2%
and the non―starters acCrued 36.1%, for a s・ignificant
differendで of l109%.
Coach 6
Table 6 shows the data from the
6's starters and non-starters ' The
comparison of Coach
context levei Yielded
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Comparison
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?????
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Table 5
ALT―PE Categor■s of the
Non―starters of Coach 4_、
ALT―PE CategoriesStarters Non-starters
General Content
Transition
ManagemenE
Break
[.larm-up
Subject Knowledge
Technique
StraEegy
Rules
Social Behavior
Background
Subject Motor
Practice
Scrimmage
Game
Fitness
1.3%
1.3%
.0%
.0%
.0%
7.2%
4.5%
2.7%
.0%
.0%
。1%
91.4%
54。6%
36.8%
.0%
.0%
1.3%
1.3%
.0%
.0%
。0%
7.0%
4。3%
2.7%
.0%
.0%
◆1%
91.6%
54.7%
36.9%
。0%
.0%
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Table 5 (continued)
ALT-PE Categories Starters Non-starters
Not Engaged Total
Interim
Waiting
Off-task
On-task
Cognitive
Engaged ToEal
-.Motor A"ppropriate
Motbr InaPProPriate
Motor Supporting
37.7%
。1%
24.2%
。2%
1.3%
11.9%
62.3%
r42.2%
15.2%
4.9%
48.3%
.2%
36.1%
.0%
1.4%
10。5%
51.7%
28.1%
16.5%
7.0%
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Comparison of
Starters and
Table 6
ALT―PE Categories of the
Non―starters of Coach 6
ALT―PE CategoriesStarters Non-starters
General Content
Transition
Management
Break
Warm-up
Subject Knowledge
Technique
Strategy
Rules
Social Behavior
Background
Subject Motor
PracE ice
,Scrimmage
Game
Fitness
1.7%
1.7%
。0%
.0%
.0%
9。7%
3.9%
5.8%
.0%
.0%
.0%
88.6%
35.6%
53.0%
。0%
.0%
1。7%
1。7%
.0%
.0%
。0%
9.9%
4。1%
5。8%
.0%
.0%
.0%
88.4%
35.3%
53.1%
.0%
.0%
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Table 6 (continued)
ALT―PE CategOr■s SEarters Non-starters
Not Engaged Total
Interim
Waiting
Off-task
On-task
Cognitive
Engaged ToEal
Motor ApproPriate
Motor InapproPiiate
Motor Supporting
48.4%
。3%
32.1%
。1%
1.6%
14.3%
51.6%
37.8%
13.9%
。0%
59.5%
。7%
44.3%
。1%
1。6%
12.8%
40.5%
21.9%
18。6%
.0%
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no significant differences. The learner involvement
leve1 yielded .several significanE differences. A
significanE difference of LL.1% was found between starters
(48.4%) and non-sEarters (59'.57") in the not motor engaged
category. In the motor engaged caEegory, starters
.accrued 5L.6% and Ehe non-sEarters accrued 40.5%, for
a significant difference of tL.I"k. ALT-PE yielded the
greatesE significant difference of L5.97., wiEh starters
and non-sEarters accruing 37.8% and 2t.9%, resPectively.
In the not engaged-waiting category starters accrued
32.L% and non-starters accrued 44.3% for a significant
differbnce of L2.27.. A slighEly significant difference
of 4.7% was found in the engaged-motor inappropriaEe
caEegory, ifi which starters accrued t3.g% and non-starters
accrued L8.67".
Six Coaches Combined
The data from the comparison of sEarters and non-
sEarters of the six coaches as a whole are shown in Table
7. A visual comparison of the contexE level yielded
no significanE differences. At Ehe learner involvement
level, visual comparison showed several sigrfificant
differences.Inthenotmotorengagedcategorystarters
and non-starEers accrued 42.9"/" and 52'6%, resPectively'
:e of g '7%' Starters accruedfor a significanE differenc
57 .L% and non-starters accrued 47 .4"/. in the motor engaged
category , fot- a significant difference of 9 '77"' ALT-
t
PEyieldedthegreatestsignificantdifference'with
starters and non-starEers accruing 39 .6"L and 26.0"/.,
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Comparison of ALT-PE
Non-starters of
Table 7
Categor■es of the Starters and
the Six Coaches Combined
ALT―PE CategoriesStarEers Non-starters
General ConEent
Transition
Management
Break
[,larm-up
Stibject Knowledge
Technique
StrategY
Rules
t'
' Social 'Behavibr
Background
SubjecE MoEor
Practice
Scrimmage
Game
FiEness
1.3%
ls3%
.0%
。1%
.0%
9.5%
4.4%
5。0%
。1%
.0%
.0%
89。0%
36.1%
52.9%
.0%
.0%
1.3%
1。‐3%
。0%
.0%
.0%
9.5%
4.4%
5。0%
。1%
.0%
.0%
89.1%
36.8%
52.3%
.0%
・.0%
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Table 7 (continued)
ALT-PE Categories Starters Non-s tarteirs
'Not Engaged Total
Interim
WaiEing
Off-task
On-task
Cognitive'
Engaged Total
Motor ApProPriate
Motor InaPProPriaEe
Motor SuPPorting
42.9%
.1%
26.8%
.0%
1.4%
14.6%
57.1%
39.6%
15。0%
2.5%
52。6%
.3%
37.4%
.0%
1.4%
13.5%
47.4%
26.0%
18。0%
3.4%
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respectively, for a difference of L3.6%. Starters accrued
26.8% and non-sEarters accrued 37.4%, fbr a significant
difference of L0.67, in the not engaged-waiting caEegory.
SummarY
Reliability of the investigatorrs coding was determined
by Ehose methods and procedures explained in ehapter 3.
IOA scores ranged from 90.7% to 1007., which was sufficient
to indicate the coder was reliable.
The data presented on Tables 1 Ehrough 7 were visually
compared to provide the findings for this study. Tables
1 through 6 represented the coaches individually, and
Table 7 represented the coaches as a whole. Through
the analysis of these data, recurrent Patterns have emerged
between the sEarters and non-starters of the coaches.
The data from the comparison of sLarEers and non-
starters at the contexE level yielded no significant
differences for any of the coaches or for the grouP as
a whole.. No differences were found in any of Ehe i-ndividual
categories at the contexE level.
At Ehe learner involvement leve1 several significant
differences were found. Significant differences vuere
found in the noE motor engaged and motor engaged caEegories
for.a11 coaches individually and as a whole. SEarters
accrued significantly higher percentages in the motor
engaged category than the non-sEarters, wheteas, the
non-starters accrued significantly higher percentages
in the not motor engaged category than Ehe starters.
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,ALT-PE yielded the greatesE significant differences
for all coaches individually and as a whole. Starters
accrued approximately t3.6% more ALT-PE than non-starters.
In the not engaged-waiting cateSory it was found that
non-starters accrued significantly more (L0.6%) than
the starters for aIl coaches individually and for Ehe
group as a whole. Some differences were found in the
engaged-motor inappropriate category, with non-starters
accruing more than Ehe starEers for Coaches 2 and 6.
No significant differences were found in any of the oEher
categories.
ChaPter 5
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
This investigation compared the Academic Learning
Time-Physical Education (ALT-PE) of sEarting and non-
starting colldgiate football players. This chapter will
discuss the results of this study and compare the findings
with Ehose of other studies. Also, pracEical applications"
of the results from this study will be discussed.
Discussion of Results
The findings being discussed are of the differences
between starEing and non-starting football players of
six football coaches. The findings for each individual
coach are represented in Tables 1-6. Significant
differences in the individual profiles of each coach
were similar to the findings of the coaches combined
as a single group.
Visual inspection of Table 7 revealed no si'gnificant
difference'sl in'the toritext level of starting and non-
sEarEing collbgiate fooEball players. At the co'ntext
level, flo differences were found between the st.arters
and non-starters of each individual coach (Tables 1-6).
These results rrere predictable when one reaLtzes that
each coach dealE with his players as a single unit.
Practice sessions were organized in a way that did not
al1ow different athleEes within the coach's individual
group to perform different activities aE the same time.
The practice time was organized so that al1 players,
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starting or non-starEing, would be engaged or not engaged
in the.same manner. For example, when sEarting athleEes
. 
- 
!. rwere involVed in strategY, so were
When the non-starting athletes were
the non-sthrEing athletes
so werb the st'arting athleEes. This
employed by all the coaches accounts
contexE differences.
practicing skills,
method of coaching
for the lack of
Although few differences were found at the context
level, seVeral s.gnificant differences occurred in the
athletes' learner involvement levels.  As a grouP, non―
starting athletes exper■nced fewer opportun■ties to
actively partiCipate dur■ng ractice sess■ons than the
starting athletes 2(47.4% versus 57.1%)。  The nOn―starting
athletes spent 10。6% more of their practice time waiting.
This could help to exPlain the large difference in engaged
time.  During engaged time the sta■ting athlete  experienced
a much greater amount of ALT―PE than the non―starting
athletes (39.5% versus 26.0%)。  Pos ible practical reasonS
for these findings could be that the non―starters wait d
in line longёr or they stood longer on the sideline watching
their starting teammates perform drillso  The findings
indicated that the starting and non―ng athletes
were treated differently by their coaches.
One poss■ble explanation for the accrual of a greater
amount of ALT―PE for the starting athletes could be the
difference in waiting time.  The non―starting athlete
experienced lower levels of success (ALT―PE)and greater
|
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amounts of waiEing Eime Ehan his starEing cbunterpart.
This signi'ficanEly greaEer amounE of waiting time for
the nod-starEers'could indicate that. they received fewer
trials during skill-related activities and, Eherefore,
received fewer opporEunities Eo improve their skills.
This would account for Ehe lower ALT-PE levels and engaged
times for Ehe non-starters. Another Possible explanation
for the higher ALT-PE of Ehe starters could be related
to the abiliEy levels of the athletes. By definition,
Ehe starter was the athlete listed to start in the upcoming
football game. It is also known that coaches Ery to starE
the besE and most highly skilled athletes. If this is 
.
Erue, then it is logical that the starters would be more
successful than the non-starters. This is supported by
Eheir higher ALT-PE levels. However, it should be noted
that although the starters experienced more successful
trials (ALT-PE) than the non-sEarters, the non-starEers
did not experience a significanEly greaEer amount of
motor inappropriaEe trials than Eheir starting counterparts.
Considering this, iE would be logical to assume that
the large difference in ALT-PE was noE compleEely caused
by the differences in their ability levels. It may be
reasoned that the coaches had their starting athletes
in mind when they designed their practices. If the coaches
did gear their pracEice towards the starters, then the
results found in Table 7 are predictable.
The revised ALT-PE observaEion insErument of Siedentop,
ヽ
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TousignanE, and.Parker (Lg82) was utili,zed in this sEudy.
However, most of Ehe ALT-PE research completed to date
has used Ehe original ALT-PE observation instrument of
SiedenEop, Birdwe11, and Metzler (t979). The revised
and original systems are similar in many ways, neverEheless,
because of some changes in subdivisions and cateSories,
direct comparisons between Ehis study and sEudies using
Ehe original insErument should be made prudently.
Pieron (L982) found significant differences in the
ALT-PE of high- and low-skilled sEudents. These findings
concur with the findings of the present study. Pieron
suggested that the performance gaP between students of
different abilities was expected Eo widen, because high-
skilled studenEs had more oPPortunities to engage in
more productive behaviors. It would seem to follow that
Ehe performance gap between starters and non-starters
would be affected in Ehe same manner. To reduce this
gap coaches need to incorporaEe skill progressions EhaE
will allow Ehe non-starters to exPerience more SucceSS
and improve their skills to the level of the starte'rs.
Thomas (1983) conducted a study that utilized the
revised ALT-PE observation instrument Eo comPare high-
and low-skilled male and female collegiate lacrosse players.
Thomas found no significant differences in the contexE
levels of the lacrosse players. However, aE the learner
involvement level significant differences did exist.
Thomas found Ehat high-skilled players had more opportuniEy
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to actively perform and were more successful and effective
(ALT-PE) in performing lacrosse ski1ls Ehan Eheir low-
skilled teammates. He also found that low-skilled lacrosse
players spent more Eime waiting for their.turn to
participate Ehan their high-skilled counEerparts. The
findings of Thomas ( 1983 ) support Ehe findings of the
present study
The results of this investigation can be compared
Eo those of Galli (L982), who employed the ALT-PE instrument
to compare a high- and low-skilled baskeEball player.
Galli found that the high-skiIled player experienced
greater amounts of ALT-PE than the low-skilled player
and spenE less time waiting to participaEe. These results
were in agreement with those of Ehe present sEudy.
Rate (1980) used the ALT-PE instrumenE to determine
the nature of ALT-PE in secondary school athtetic practice
sessions of basketball, wrestling, gymnastics, tennis,
and, baseball teams. Rate's resulEs indicated that
approximately 907" of the pracEice time was spent in content-
PE. The average ALT-PE across all practice sessions
was 49.3%'; AEhletes spent liV of their noE engaged time
waiEing to perform. AlEhough the t".rised nl-t-ie system
did not have a category for content-PE, the percentages
obtained for subject maEEer knowledge and subject matter
moEor in this investigation may be combined to provide
an estimate of the Eime spent in content-PE activities.
Both the starters and non-starEers sPent approximately
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98.6% of their time in contenE-PE or football-related
acEiviEies. This was Sreater Ehan the 90% reported by
RaEe. The average ALT-PE accrued by the athletes in
Ehis study was approximately 52.2%, which compared favorably
with RaEers reported ALT-PE of 49.3%. In this investigation
the time athl-etes sPent waiting to perform was '67 .l%
of their not engaged Eime, which was greater than the
53% reported by Rate
The Dyadic AdapEation of Cheffersr Adaptation of
Flandersr Interaction Analysis System (DAC) was used.
by Hoffman ( 1981 ) to compare the interaction behavior
paEterns of collegiate lacrosse coaches wiEh high- and
Iow-skilled athleEes. Although many bimilariEies exist
between the findings of Hoffman and the present
investigation, flo direct relaEionships can be esEablished
because of the use of different observation instrumenEs.
Hoffman found thaE high-skilled athletes received more
aEtention and encouragement and initiated more responses
than the ,Iow-skilled athletes. These resulEs paral1el
the results of the present sEudy in Ehe fact that the
high-skilled aEhletes appeared to experience more
advantageous practice conditions than their low-skilled
teamrilates. The coaches in both sEudies favored Eheir
high-skilled players, either through Eheir interactions
with them or through the opportunities they provided
for Ehem during practice sessions.
Boyes ( 1981 ) used DAC to investigate the inEeraction
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paEterns of collegiate football coaches with their sEarting
and non-starting athleEes. Boyes utilized the same coaching
population as the currenE investigaEor, and data for
both studies were collected under the same circumstances.
Similar to Hoffmanrs (1981-) findings for high- and low-
skilled athletes, Boyes found that' the sEarting athletes
received more praise and acceptance of their ideas and
actions than the non-starting aEhIeEes received. UnIike
Hoffman's study and this present investigation, Boyes
found Ehese differences between the treatment received
by the sEarting and non-sEarEing aEhletes to be minimal.
Darst, Langsdorf, Richardson, and Krahenbuhl (1981)
objectively recorded how football players spenE Eheir
time during a practice session. It was assumed that
Ehe learning of physical skills necessary for football
would be affected by the amount of time Ehat players
spent doing certain activities in practice, a concept
similar to ALT-PE.. The. data .indicated, Ehat :n". .Orryers
spent large amounts of time waiting during all se8ments
of practice except during warm-up and conditioning.
This agrees with the findings of the preseht study, which
found thaE waiting accounted for approximately 28 -8%
of practice time for the starter and 37.4% for the non-
starter. Drills, plays, and physical activity represented
the nexE most common ways Ehat pracEice time was spent,
except during one-on-one and scrimmage. Darst eE al.
found it important to point out that while it was necessary
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to include all of the acEivities classified as unproductive
(waiting, huddle Eime, relocating, and resting) in practice
sessions, the time spent on these activiEies should be
kept to a mininlum. DarsE et al. also suggested that
coaches make sure players get aS much active practice
as possible and reduce on-the-field lecture time. They
stated Ehat practicing a skill is more effecEive than
listening to a coach talk.about a ski1l.
When examining the results of Ehis study many practical
applications are available for the fooEball coach to
increase the ALT-PE of their players, provide equal
opportunities for their starters and non-starEers, and
reduce waiEing time. For the rerfrainder of- this chapter
these practical applications and how football coaches
can utilize them during practices"will be discussed.
Practical ApPlicaEions
The single most important factor a coach musE consider
is practice organLzation. If a coach takes time to
carefully organize his practices, waiting Eime can be
reduced and opportunities to actively participate can
be increased dramaEically. When organizing practice
a coach should first look at the amount of Practice time
with which he has to work and what he must accomPlish
during that time. He must make a decision as to whether
he is trying to accomplish too much or too litEle during
that time and adjust accordingly. Second, the coach
should use his assistant coaches, managers, equipment,
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and field space ih the most effective manner to enable
him to accomplish his goals.  Assistant coaches should
be given specific resPonSibilities, assignments, and
field space for each practice.  It should be noted that
the use of equipment and field space should be discussed
extensively prior to practice, so there is no confusion
as to whO iS using the equipment and field space at what
time.  Cδnfusion in this area can cause extensive waiting
periods.  Once the aSSiStant coaches know their ass■gnmごhts
for practice, they should design and plan their drills
to get the most out of the■r players.
‐｀Designing dti■ls is something ithat ShO,ld nOt be
taken lightly.  Every drill should have a specffic´goal
to be accompli・shed。は If the dr■ll does not have a goal
or purpose, then it is a usbless drill and should not
be used.  Drills should be designed so that as many
players as POSS■ble can participate at the same time,
as much as the equipment and field sPace will a1low.
This will help to increase the ALT―PE xp rienced by
both starters and non―t rters.  Drills should be set
up prior to the arrival of the coach and his players.
Managers can be very useful in this area.  If given proper
instruction, managers can set uP, take down, and move
equipment to where the COach needs it.  The effective
use of managers can cut down waiting time.
The coach should urge players to ■ove quickly from
drill to drill.  When a drill is completed, players should
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lisEen and move into the next dritl quickly, 4s the coach
speaks. It is imporEanE for the coach to constantly
motivaEe his players to move quickly from drill to drill
and to keep an upbeat temPo for the practice '
Another important factor the coach should consider
is to reduce on-the-field lecture time. This can be
accomplish6d by having classroom meetings prior to each
practice. During this Eime the coach can introduce not
only the new concepts and plays buE also the new drills
EhaE will be used during that day's practice. At this
time Ehe coach can also review the daily pracEice plan.
This will help the players know and understand what is
going to occur during pracEice. They will be able Eo
move more quickly from driI1 to drill because Ehey already
know what is to be exPected.
Coaches should instrucE and correcE their athletes
as Ehey move during pracEice. Individual drills, Sroup
work, or scrimmages should not be stoPPed to instruct
one or two players. When this occurs, waiting time is
i-ncreased, hnd-active participation is decreased' A
coach should ei'ther instruct-Ehe player cin the.move or
give him individual instruction without stopping the
entire practice
Darst et al. ( 1981 ) stated that the least productive
segments of practice were one-on-one and scrimmage periods.
Both these periods are viEal to the success of a football
team, therefore, their producEivity musE be increased.
7L
I,rlaiting time can be reduced and ALT-PE can be increased
during these segments with Proper planning and otganLzation.
Traditionally one-on-ones have been done one player aE
a time. This has iEs benefits in that everyone else
is watching, and Ehis 
.can Provide some motivation to
the player participating. However, this leads to large
amounts of waiting time. If the moEivational facEor
is not of extreme imporEance Eo the coach, all the players
should do one-on-ones at the same time. This reduces
waiting. Eime Eo practically zeto and increases ALT-PE
to iEs maximum.
During a scrimmage segmenE onLy 22 players can
participate at one Eime, therefore, some 30 to 40 players
are waiting and watchirig. This number of inacEive players
can be effectively reduced through careful planning by
the coaches. One method to help this situation is Eo
run Ewo units aE the same time. The coach can have the
number one offense scrimmage Ehe number two defense at
one end of the field.and the number two offense scrimmage
the number one defense a:E the other end of the field.
i,
Now there .are 44 players "actiV'ely partiiipating and only
a few waiting. AnoEher method would be that while one
offensive and def-ensiviS rfnit is scrimmaging the other
uniEs can be working on some aspect of the specialty
game, such as punting, punt reEurn, kickoff, etc. Theh
one can alternate Ehe units so everyone scrimmages and
works on the kicking game. Both Ehese methods will increase
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the ALT―PE exper■enced by both starters and non―starters
and decrease their waiting time.
Another factor to cons■der ■s the player―to―coach
ratio.  The Smaller the ratio the more indiVidual
■nstruction can be given; this ■n turn prov■des for greater
ALT―PE and less waiting time.  In many football programs
this can be a severe problem because there are 」ust not
enough coaches.  If this is a problem, the coach must
work very hard to plan and organize practice in a way
that will get the most out of what he has.  In this
researcheris opinion, careful organization and planning
of daily practi9eS are of Paramount importance.
Summary
No differences were found in the context levels
of starting and non―starting collegiate football players.
This may be attributed tQ thご cOaching methOds Of the
coaches.  The significant differences between the starting
and non―starting athletes existed at the learner involvement
level.  These findings led to the rejection of the null
hypothesis.
There are a number of Possible explanations for
the findings in this investigation.  The longer waitiig
time experienced by the non―starters may be related to
their low levels of ALT―PEo  The large amounts of waiting
time experienced by the non―starters resulted in fewer
tr■als and, therefore, fewer opportun■ties to ■mprove
their skills.  It was also likely that superior ability
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of the starEers contribuEed to their being more involved
and successful (ALT-PE) than the non-starters during
practice.
The ALT-PE systematic observaEion system can be
a very valuable Eool in aiding Ehe coach in using the
Eime allocaEed for practice more effectively. Practical
apptications of the results of this invesEigation were
discussed. Carefully organized and planned practices
will help the coach to provide more opporEunities for
the sEarter and non-starEer Eo actively participaEe and
to reduce the waiting time
The findings of this study concur with the findings
of other researchers (Galli, L982; Hoffman, 1981; Pieron,
t982; Rate, 19801 Thomas, 1983). The resulEs of this
investigati-on supporEed the 
-contention that ccjaches tend
to treat Eheir athletes d'ifferenEly according-gs their
starting or non-starEing sEatus.
ざ
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ChaPter 6
SI.JMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
Summarv
The purpose of this investigation was to observe
the Academic Learning Time-Physical EducaEion (ALT-PE)
of starting and non-starting collegiate foo|ball players.
Six Division III collegiaEe varsity football coaches
from a single school in the central New York area and
their athletes served as subjects. Each coach was
videotaped 18 times during practice throughout the 1981
fooEball season, each time for 15 minutes. Target aEhletes
were selected weekly based on the sEatus of the athlete
as a starter or non-sEarter in the upcoming football
game. The videotapes of the practice sessions were coded
using the revised Academic Learning Time-Physical EducaEion
observation instrument of Siedentop, Tousignant, and
Parker (1982).
The ALT-PE data were manually scored, and Percentages
were calculated for each ALT-PE category. Only descriptive
staEisEics were used to anaLyze Ehe data.
Visual inspection of Ehe data revealed several
significant differences between the starters ahd non-
sCarters. No di.fferences were found aE Ehe contexE level.
At the learner involvement levet- iE was found that non-
starters accrued .more time in- the not motor engaged
category than the starters. Further inspecEion of the
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not moEor €ngaged cateSory showed that the not motor
engaged-waiting caEegory was Ehe only individual category
to yield a significanE difference. Non-starters accrued
a much greater percentage of time in the not motor engaged-
waiting category than the starters. The motor engaged
category was also found to yield significant differences,
with the sEarte.rs accruing a greater Percentage of time
than the non-sEarters. The greatest difference was found
in the ALT-PE category, with the starters accruing
approximately L37. more Eime 'in ALT-PE than the non-starters.
No differences were found in any other categories.
Conclusions
The resulEs of this sEudy indicaEed significant
differences in the ALT-PE categories bdtween Ehe starters
and non-starEers of six NCAA Division III fooEball coaches.
The following conclusions were reached:
1. Starters and non-starters accrued the same amount
of time in all Ehe conEexE level categories.
2. Non-sEarters accrued more time in not motor
engaged acEiviEies than starters.
3. Starters accrued more Eime iri motor engaged
activities than non-starters.
4. Non-starters spent more time waiEing'than sEarEers.
5. Sthrters were provided more time -to' engage in
ALT-PE than non-starEers.
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RecommendaEions for Further Studv
The following recommendations are suggesEed for
further study:
1. Conduct a similar study Eo determine if the
ALT-PE of starting and non-starting collegiaEe fooEball
players alters during the course of a season.
2. Conduct a similar study with starting and non-
starting aEhletes from a collegiate sporE oEher than
football, for example, soccer, basebalI, wrestling.
3. Conduct a simitrar study to determine if the
players of successful and less successful coaches have
different amounts of ALT-PE in practice.
4. Conduct a similar study with coaches from differenE
levels of competition, for example, NCAA Division I,
high school.
Appendix A
INFORMED CONSENT FORM
CORCH'S COPY
The purpose of Ehis invesEigation is to observe
the Academic Learning Time-Physical Education (ALT-PE)
of starting and non-starting collegiaEe footbbll players.
ALT-PE is Ehat porEion of pracEice that the football
players spend in motor activity.that is appropriate for
their skill level.
The subjects gre six male coilegiate varsity fooEball
coaches at a small college in central New York. Permission
is being requested of the coaches involved in the sEudy
Eo use videotapes of practices collected during the 1981
football season. A number of Eapes will be randomly
selected from each coach Eo be anaLyzed using the Academic
Learning Time-Physical Education (ALT-PE) observation
instrumenE.
It is assured that the names of the subjecEs used
for Ehi-s study will be kept strictly. confidbntial. The
videotapes used in this study will b'e available at the
di-scretion of the, subjects involved. The findings of
the re,searcher will be available to the subjects uPon
requesE. A11 subjecEs are allowed the freedom to discontinue
their participaEion should they feel the need'
Thank you. The researcher: Paul R: Shaffner'
Yes, I agree to participate in this sEudy.
No, I will not agree to participate in this sEudy'
Signature
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Appendix B
INFORMED CONSENT FORM
ATHLETE'S COPY
The sEudy in which you are asked to participate
is the observing of the Academic Learning Time-Physical
EducaEion (ALT-PE) of collegiaEe football players. ALT-
pE is that portion of practice that the football players
spend in motor activity that'is appropriate for their
ski11 1evel.
Permission is being requested of the athleEes involved
in Ehe sEudy to use videoEapes of practices collecEed
during the 1981 football season. A number of taPes will
be randomly selected from Ehe football season to be analyzed
using the Academic Learning Time-Physical Education (ALT-
pE) observation instrument. The videotaping will in
no way interfere with your normal actions '
IE is assured that the names in this study wiII
be kept sErictly confidential. The videotapes used in
this study will be available at the discretion of the
subjects involved. The findings of Ehe researcher will
be available to Ehe subjecEs uPon request. Atl subjects
are allowed Ehe freedom to discontinue Eheir participation
should they feel Ehe need.
Thank you. The researcher: PauI R' Shaffner'
Yes, I agree to participate in this study'
No, I will noE agree Eo participate in this study'
Signature
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